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Based on this American standard other standards a tx have to be followed. Of course, based 

on the D. P. lecture teaching, other two projects will be enforced, then victory of C certain 
people will be trained. Then, after that period, Unification Thought, will be taught. Those 

who have trained here, qualified people will be the faculty or staff which will be used in 
Korean intensive training representing the whole world. 180 thillion peeople are living in 

Asia. so S}iould include the Asian population. That's why he is driving his plan along this 

gigantic scale, In future 

but the world headquarters should be etablished in Korea - in which all international leaders 

should pass through. Transfer of personnel will be decided in Korea when this world training 

project is established. So, that those people who finished the headquarters project will be real 

experts and will be transferred to different nations according to individual qualities or according 

to the countries originated from. All nations will have trained graduates from international 

headquaeters. So, that means that top level treachers should speak at lea st 3 foreign languages. 

So, if you don't kow genuine Korean language, you will be off the track, From now on continuously 

original tongue of the Korean language will be the problem - scholastically and 

because in the future the D. P. talks will be in Korea. The top class will deal with Korean leanguage 

so you mu s% learn the Korean language. That means you have to speak your own language + 



three others.. Even our Master is learning English. Then, after he finished his English study, 

he will initiate learning the French language, also, in 

You are very lucky, you are young and not so obligated. When you occupy a position, like our 

Master, too much responsibili y. It means he has to revolutionize   The reason I say this 

is the future direction you have to take is that you are number 1 future potential. Knowing 

You have to be beyond your nationality - your country's origin. Most of the international nature 

of your work so we need financial, economic power. To achieve this he is establishing the 7 

european countries - heavenly enterprise. Through which when the time comes there will be no 

problems. 

OWC mobile units will be more actively launching from now on - even though each nation has 

established its own. Then, the international revival team will be formed. Even picking up 

7 different european nationalities we'll have world-wide revival. We will push this program 

up and quickly advance with this pr am. The reason why 7 different scholars will be joining 

our revival team is because we wil be the advisor and 

Arouse public opinion or stimulus until this third time project goes on and stimulation will be 

very effective - every university in this count ry will be volunarily joining our plan so that we 

cn arouse the public opinion and make the academ c circles know our movement and our goals. 

After this program is over it's not necesarily that they will 100% converted to our movement, 

but we can help them to be influential 

especially to their teachers and all reknown academic fgures in their nations. So this will be 

a great asset to our movement. This way we make an objective base to launch our movement in 

other nations. At the moment in the world situation, crisis is coming very close. So, the 

defense line will be in the East in Japan and in Europe, England. Even though these nations doL 

not recognize its cris is - we have to prevent a the two nations as defenseline of these two 

nations. By having these intellectual scholars, when we make connection with world-reknown 



by doing so he is fulfilling Heavenly Father's will. Even Master thin ks under this situation 

God cannot but love him - st without any blasphemous feeling he dares say that if God does 

In order to reach your 1 ixic t language. Now he is opening his hearing abilities. He has reached 

now hour ordinary vocabulary he can pick up. Because gramatical strucutre is reversed it is 

very hard o understand your language. If Korean language becomes similar to the western 

grammatical strucutre, it would haves He wants to take advantage of your yong age to 

reach the internatinal levelkl. So during your youth you have got to get your training, 

Say it, merit it, ability, 

preparation, practice and realize 
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he gave him minimum 6 hours practice. If you via nt to be qualified lecturer you must study 

U 
more than j ust 6 hours. Actually, in order to speed up your program you should attend lecture 

18 hours per day - even Z that much which is 9 hours. at least. Then, when you are waiting, 

if you reduce just 8 hours, even two hours you doze or sleep you cannot do that. So, in your 

heart you have to really expect more leturing time, more studying time. You have to imageine 

how amazingly wonderful and big job ahead of him and us when the total restoration should be 

f ealized in his generation. That means we have very little time - So, if you think 8 hours a day 

we study, then everything will be all right, it doesn't work that way. There are many things he 

is planning ahead of him - amazing, sparkling and unexpected world events he has to make. 

Amazing, astonishing event. Not only aroused but successful according to God's course. Do you 

have such confident potential or qualified potentia.. Whenever he has 

who is going to take over this thing - he is looking for you to be tat way. So, once he said the 

other day - today he has started his band - orchestra and from the top man he had to train him tTiat 

way. For 7 years he never slep more than 22 hours to train the early Korean follove rs. If he 

is something thinking or planning, he never sleeps. If he takes you with this condition that 2 hours 

you will sleep, can you follow him? (Yes!) The answer is very easy but to act is fiery difficult. 

So, with this formula he made the foundation for the Unification Church. With this kind of 

foundation - this trai fig do you think he would fight with you people? In the Russian revolution 

there was a reallyharsh method training was very hard - porridge of grasses - but thi kind of 

situation had to be passed through. Compared to those then yours are just too easy - in order 

to beatt this enemy we have to be more qualified, more well trained, Master does not rely upon 

heavenly father's power or any other. Always he is thinking of first his 5% responsibil y. ']After 

he has given his 5%, then he asks God for 95%. If you don't finish 5%, then can God work? 

It is not simple - under total Christianity in Korea there is no way out. Even the government 

power in Korea 

Now they recognize his success openly. To bring this kind of s cess, if ypu follow the ordinary 
of other ordinary people you will not male it. Now, iviaster neeus time 



What should they learn when they come here? They will learn eaactly what you are taught 

here in Belvedere. These people will be trained the same as you who are being trained. They 

ar external ; you are internal, you have to prepared yourselves for the time when the time comes 

for all to come to you. Very soon this time will come so you must be trained - even though you 

don't have great degrees but internally, principle -wise you should be the nucleus in our movement 

throughout the world. So, you have to study hard. Do you understand? Very soon, in a few years, 

this shall take place. At that time if you have no strong gf und, you will be repenting and it will be 

too late. In order to be in that kind of position how to lecture - how to teach you need a certain 

foundation. The door is opening each day and each motnh. When the door is open, everybody wants 

ID get in. It will be too late. Everybody knows everything and then you will be gar behind. So, 

crom now on you have tus tudy very, very hard. Time is ruining out andWithin that limited time, 

how you a&e going to train yourself effectively - that is the point. We cannot do everything that 

you need, etc. ff you cannot catch up, then 

Time will decide who is effective and how. Even though you hare genuius, if you take time out 

and don't study, then your time and genius is worthless. He will give you a story about the 

formation of the Little Angels. When he began the Little Angels many people said "I have 

no talent and no interest in these things. . So those who have zeal and faith in it - that's what 

counted at that. So, until 2;00 

If he had listened all this, he would not have made this world-famous existing. Foreign 

performance by any entertainment companies or groups, cannot even plan 21 years experience 

Then he iriginally planned 3 2 years intensive years. Noone believed that in 3 years 

He received a discredit when heSo, at that time he approached different way through general 

Eisen hower t wj-iom he influenced and gve the 
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so, when he compares you to him, you are just kindergarten students. You have a long way to 

go to be qualified. So, pick up good things from others, learn and possess them. With this kind 

of heart - our Master goes first and Any nation in the past, if good people come, then 

he takes them from them. Whenever they take 

H is always observing i. e. when he came to your program yesterday, he is watching the 

performers and how each person takes responsibility and . Even now he k is learning 

from every person in the church. Sometimes to 

Even newcomers 

you have to learn how to listen to people - how to talk to the people. Sometimes our MaS er 

trai n himself and is ready to listen 3 times to people - trying to listen interstingly, then 

by listing htis way the person will surrender. There are two ways to make a person surrender 

to you - either by listening or by talking to them. Then, how long can you listen to him? One 

month? As long as you are learning it is not bad. This kind of experience is through your daily 

living. Make the connection with yourself - make it meaningfyl. When you talk to each other, 

those who talk first and too much will be defeating themselves 70%. Because you are talking 

the party knows you through this learning process. Who is the wiser person - the winning person 

is the wise person. Wise person means you are listneing then you put it, without any words, 

into practice and show the results. Is it true? Until 25 years of age, our Master never talked 

to others very often - only listened. Through listening, he learned. Then, he set his own viewp int 

and he became confident and with faith he opened his mouth and talked. He had confidence that 

whatever he does, become successful and whatever he said was truthful. This was part of the 

plan of his life. The same thing applies to you. Do you understand what he is trying to say so far? 

Prepare yourself immeidately. There is no time left. You have to utlize this preci us time. It 

needs an extraordinary method. Sometimes forcefully you have to prepare yourself. It is 

scientific logic. Sometimes aventure - sometimes forceful. America needs our ideology we cannot 

stand still, but we have to move forward. Sometimes adventurous and sometimes forceful. 

Thi s is the aixix a normal way of dealing in our faith. This is 
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Time is limited. Even though Autumn comes it marches 

Tine and ide does not wait for you. Even though a mircale, autumn comes when autumn comes. 
Our Master is busy every moment; do you think American's need this man? 
Very soon he will become a controversial figure in this nation. 

you've got to set over everyone's body. When the time comes you willknow the heavenly qualified 

heavenly soldiers will be the distinguished ones - weaker ones or defectors of the army. Now 

you are in the time of pe paration, so when the time comes you will be singled out if oyu are 

good soldiers, better or best sodliers. What is the best troops ? In limited time, more merit 

a nd accmplishment. The reason why he is giving you detailed explanation is so that you can feel 

that the six hours of studying is that you still want more hours of study. Thatmeans that if you say 

so in unison - which means that we must not have any dozy sleepy people in audience. Raise 

your hands that you didn't feel dozy or sleepy once durinf the lecture. No one. This is J. logical 

talk. W cannot even doze or sleep during the lecture. Some of you, your eyelids .are heavy even 

now. From now on the team leaders, if people are drowsy, thenhit them with bat. 

If you have a sleepy problem, you study what time out to make you sleep. If you think something 

others things except D. P. you are consuming unnec say energy for something else. If your 

thinkign of mother, dad, friends - forget it. There's no need to talk about something other 

than D. P. You must control yourself in all ways - i. e. going bathroom 

In that case he will direct that situation into concentrated situation. Later he will bring that 

b ack to the lecture. Sometimes ehe enemy's bullets 

Mother is noticing that he does not sleep and that he is very strict. When official business comes 

he is very harsh. So, even one e word can make everybody happy 

Almos within a year we can have 

40 days, 8 hours/ day, 560 . So within one year we are reaching equivalent sutyd time as 

the 4 yearc course. In 320 days we can accomplish this. So, that means four years college 

will be shortened by our intensive study. 80 days' talk, 8 hours per day. ~o that four years 
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So, this kind of program will bring a more shortened program. This 40 days your training is 

a half year course. One year, you can fnish college equivalent con 

z hour break) 

Now you are almost ready now. You have to utilize your time to receive lecture from Mr. Furuta 

in the morning because you have to go through economc activity. Early in the morning you should 

ha e lecture from Mr. Furuta. More emphasis goes to flower selling than candle selling because 

this is a common fctor throughout the world. According to experience in Japan only flower sel 

is the short cut - more fruitful than anything else. Flowers are consumption - many people love 

it and it does not last more than 3 days so your market is anywhere. Sometimes your customer 

will become softened and calm d1wn.d Individual sale is It is very urgent to have financial 

foundation - some kind of self-support means. Eves if you become a leader, if you do not 

you have to be involved you have to be directly involved in the front with them. He plans that 

lots of European family will come to U. S. to hold audience. So, at the time only short period 

of time to be effective in economic gain - concentration of big campaign which means it needs 

finance. We are still negotiating with the Japanese first of October to lend the auditorium in 

Lincoln Center. As soon as this is set up he is going to mobilize some european family to let 

them .... Nearly 400 people will be mobilized to campaign and crusade for this revival meeting. 

Out of 400 moving troops will prepare in advance in the city where our Master will have meetin ' 

21 cities in U. S. will have our Master's revival. You may be 2 or 3 months' period, he may call 

your leders in your nations. In that case you people must be able to supply air tickets and etc. 

for. So, you have to prepare yourself'-s to take over your countries in the absence of your present 



leaders. So, you contact your leaders in your nations and as soon as you leave for your nations, 

they should send replacements for you. They will send the next canditates for leaders should 

be sent. If they are more effective than you they will be  so you must work very very hard. 

After 100 days over you have to go and 

You should write and say that those who speak good english should be sent. According to the 

test results, sometimes you have a language problem, but in general not g so good. So, if 

you have not done well this time, you may come back again next time. So, the same kind of 

examination should be enforced in your countries. How many days left til the 10th of June? 

8 Days. You are not going home. After June 10th you will sell candles til the 80 dollars average, 

then you will be working in New York Center and with determination to bring 3 people. in one month. 

S ome of the exception was made for American brothers and sisters because the states were 

vacant for so long. But once you leave this country, not easy to come back. Without completing 

this, you will not be able to get ceritificate. In case Master does not have time, Master will 

... very soon this sytem will develop to the university and college level - international academy. 

Pioneer Academy as we have in San Francisco. For 8 days, Mr. Furuta will come to you a little 

earlier - you people have to hear V. O. C. lectures. From 6:00 a. m. Without this knowledge you 

cannot fight this Communism. You will be all the representatives from each nation. International 

V. O. C. conference will be held in America. You have to prepare for the time. You stay here 

in this building and in the morning you sell with Mr. Kamiyama's team and you give me report 

The money, you earn, except the original price will be used for the exapnasion of this training 

center. He feels that you are not fed well sometimes and when the time comes he will let you have 

more nourishing diet. If we had money he will give you uniforms. Even though inconveniences 

this is good chance for you to contribute for this work. The trmendous impact you may give if 

your money, collected, could be used for the lecture hall or any other independent building in 

this project, the project will be recognized by many of the trianess throughout the w rid. A 

tremendous influence you will be giving to your juniors. They will remember by your selling 

this bundle of flowers one by one. It' s worthwhile to make money to contribute. This is the future 
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plan. Women will be competing with SR's and establish pioneer centers in each State. You 

have to obtain at least 70 points.( Can we see our papers?) We have the test standard by Mr. 

Kim 

From tomorrow a new schedule will be pr esented. So, from tomorrow a new program will be 

and you have to adjust yourselves. 40 days trainees stand up. You are too small in number, 

so we cannot send you to the field yet. You stay and study. how many days longer we will see. 

You study continuously, you understand June 10th will be the fortieth. You stay continuously 

following the forty days. (Will 100 days trainees begin flower and candle selling onn the 10th) 

Stara and tsutyd more - there are not enough of you. The reason why Master put european family 

out because Master wants to see what kind of atmosphere created without them. So, you have 

to call replacements, then they come, you candle sell and you go home. 

how you lecture, what kind of results, what 

15 minutes 

You have to come with preparation to hear the lecture. Then this is studytime. So, it is the same 

lecture you have heard. It is the same lect re - even you can pick yp what's the different example 

You have to have a good chance to be objectively critical about something. 


